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About 1 MOVE trampolines
1-MOVE trampolines are designed to use outdoor in public places.
They are especially dedicated to playgrounds, schools, preschools
and sport facilities.
We offer two types of trampolines: a single trampoline and a frame
system trampoline. Single trampoline is ready to instal in a ground
device. The frame system trampoline is a combination of elements to
build a unique jumping instlation.
All the elements are weatherproof and designed to be used all year
round. A jumping mat is made of high resistance to vandalism blocks,
suspended on the steel lines and springs. The steel structure is hot-dip
galvenized or double powder coated ensuring high corrosion
resistance. Safety surface around each trampoline protects against
injury in case of falls and it is made of SBR/EPDM boards.
A set of trampolines creates a jumping playground.

Fight a boredom
and

gravity!

The playground trampolines are a combination
of fun and outdoor intensive trainning,
focused on children haealth and amusement.

Total body workout
Jumping engages the muscles of the whole
body. It improves coordination, ﬂexibility,
endurance, strength and balance. These motor
efﬁciencies are necessary for the proper
children development.

Jumping ﬁtness for women
It is a modern and and aspecially developed
training on the trampoline, which improves
posture and muscle strengthens. The exercises
are taken from various sports, based on the
dynamic jumps. It is adressed to women
dreaming about a slim, ﬁt ﬁgure. The list of
exercises is placed on the information board.
For children
This is a fantastic form of entertainment, which
makes a great joy and a positive health effect.
It helps hyperactive children to relive their energy.
For people suffering from pour appetite and
sleeplessness it might be a great therapy.
Losing weight
On trampolines is three times faster and more
effective than running. Just a few minutes of
training speeds up the heart beat and we begin
to get rid of overweight. During one session we
can burn up to 1200 kcal!

Frame of mind
Outdoor activity reduces stress level nad helps
to forget about the problems;) Jumping has a
positive effect on well-being so both on a child
and an adult faces will appear a wide smile.

Acrobatic gymnastics
Jumping on trampoline is an olimpic sport
belonging to the acrobatic gimnastics.
Now available outdoor at open public places.

Stop the boredom!
You can make playgrounds full of life, full of
smiling and happy children.That's why you do
need to have the trampolines park!
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for playgrounds

Single trampolines
Crater
Ø 80

1M-T80R

Jumping area Ø 80 cm
Size
Ø 130 cm x 44 cm

Mini
80x80

1M-T80S

Jumping area 80 x 80 cm
Size
130 x 130 x 44 cm

Small
100x100

1M-T100S

Jumping area
100 x 100 cm
Size
150 x 150 x 44 cm

Medium
125x125

Single trampolines
1-MOVE single trampoline is ready to instal jumping
instrument, weatherproof and designed to be used all
year round. A jumping mat is high resistance to
vandalism. The steel structure is hot-dip galvanized or
double powder coated ensuring high corrosion
resistance.

1M-T125S

Illumination for trampolines
Lighting is an extra effect to increase attractiveness
of the trampoline. It can be switched on permanently
or during the jumps. Lighting increases safety at
dusk and at night. The leds light up the jumper feet,
trampoline mat and the space under the trampoline.
Lighting can be white (neutral), coloured, variable
or ﬂashing.

Jumping area
125 x 125 cm
Size
175 x 175 x 44 cm

Safety surface

Big
150x150

Safety surface border around each jumping mat
protects against fall injuries. The safety border
is made of SBR/EPDM boards. In case of
trampolines ﬁeld we recomend a safe surface
between the elements.
Examples of colours below.

1M-T150S

Jumping area
150 x 150 cm
Size
200 x 200 x 44 cm

Long
100x400

1M-T100x400

EPDM colours

Jumping area
100 x 400 cm
Size
150 x 450 x 44 cm
*Sizes +/- 3cm
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Trampoline playground - sets

Kangaroo
1M-Set3

Monkey
1M-Set6

Size: 150 x 750 cm
2x 100 x 100 cm
1x 400 x 100 cm

Craters

4x Ø 80 cm

1M-Set4R

Size: 300 x 750 cm
4x 1/4R100 cm
2x 400 x 100 cm

Craters ﬁeld

6x Ø 80 cm

1M-Set6R

Hare
1M-Set7

Size: 450 x 750 cm
6x 1/4R100 cm
1x 400 x 100 cm

Flea
1M-Set4

Frog
1M-Set9
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Size: 750 x 750 cm
6x 1/4R100 cm
1x 400 x 100 cm

Big ﬂea
1M-Set8

Size: 300 x 300 cm
4x 1/4R100 cm

Size: 450 x 450 cm
4x 1/4R100 cm
4x 100 x 100 cm

Endless possibilities
Eight
1M-Set13

Size: 750 x 750 cm
6x 100 x 100 cm
6x 1/4R100 cm
1x 400 x 100 cm

Why sets?
Single trampoline is a great fun for children and
adolescents. If we want to encourage adults to move
or to engage young people for more than 5 minutes,
we propose a set of trampolines. Jumping together
stimulates interaction and competition among
participants. The players will jump between one
ﬁeld and another untill a “complete exhaustion” ;)

Covers with the safety surface
Protection against injury in the case of fall
and also used to rest or move between
jumping ﬁelds.

Optimal size of a single trampoline to
build the sets for children is
100x100 cm. Small size naturally
suggests use by one person only.
It is important for reduction the risk
of collision during the jumping.

To plan the set size you have
to consider how many users
will jump at the same time.
One user generaly needs
two trampolines to keep
comfort and safety.

Rattlesnake
1M-Set17

Size: 750 x 1050 cm
6x 100 x 100 cm
7x 1/4R100 cm
2x 400 x 100 cm
1x V100x100 cm

Field of kangaroos
1M-Set24

Size: 1200 x 600 cm
8x 100 x 100 cm
4x 400 x 100 cm
12x V100x100 cm
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Trapolines system for Trampoline Arena

12,5m
14,5m

Trampoline arena 14,5x12,5 m
10 trampolines 2x2 m, 1 trampoline 9,5 m, 10 diagonal trampolines 2x2 m, sand pit, railings, sub construction

Trampolines Arena
1-MOVE Trampolines arena is a set of trampolines
making more fun from jumping activity. Users can
jump in groups of friends at the same time.
Different size and arrangement of trampolines make
the play more interesting, matching the user skills.
The play involves jumping from one ﬁeld to another.
Trampolines arena is dedicated to teenagers and adults
as an intense recreaction activity.
1-MOVE Arena cosists of different dimensions and
shapes frame system trampolines joined together.
Arena is designed to be safe and functional for jumping
fans and lovers. Each ﬁeld is separated by EPDM 50 cm
width safety border. The borders cover the springs and
protect the user from the effects of impact in case of a
fall. It is also a path to walk between the ﬁelds or place to
take a rest. Trampoline surface at a ground level
increases safety and makes the show more attractive for
the viewers.
The capacity of the arena depends on the number and
size of trampolines and waiting time. On each ﬁeld can
jump one user at the same time. The demension of a
base frame element is 200x200 cm.

Contact us. We will design an unique
trampolines arena for you.
tel. +48 600 250 245
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